
WEIGHT LESS 

CAST 

Alexander - 27 

Rico – 27 

Announcer – 50 

Weight Changer 1 – 19 

Weight Changer 2 - 19 

INT - GYM - RUSSIA - Weightlifting Competition 

Alexander is standing on a mat in front of a barbell stretching and then getting ready to lift.  

ANNOUNCER 

   Hy Bot On Rtb, Ha Bec Lif ing copebhobahne. VOT TAK! 

Alexander claps his hands and slaps his face, then lifts the weight. 

ALEXANDER 

   AHHHHHHHHHHH 

Alexander throws the weight down, the audience applauds and he waves to the audience. 
Alexander exits. The weight changers come on stage to change the weights, they do a basic 
choreographed moment—mirroring each other—and add on weight at the same time together.  

ANNOUNCER 

   BAY (WOW) Chto Byl khorosho, but Posmotrim Rico. Is Ispaniya 

Rico enters. He stretches and then hits his chest, four times very violently. 

RICO 

   AH AH AH AH ! 

Rico picks up the weight. 

RICO 

   AHHHHHHHHH! 

Rico drops the weight, the crowd cheers and he waves to them, and then he exits. The Weight 
changers come on stage and do an even more elaborate NSYNC movement before adding on 
more weigh. Alexander enters as the weight changers leave. 

ANNOUNCER  

   Eto iz di kiy, eto iz di kiy!!! 



Alexander starts punching himself in the face and the gut. Then pulls out a mirror, looks in to 
it, and starts speaking Russian insults to himself. Then throws the mirror down, and lifts the 
weight. 

Alexander 

   AAAAHHHHHHHHH 

ANNOUNCER  

   Never o yat no (UNBELIEVABLE) Never o yat no!!! 

Alex throws the weight down and waves to audience and leaves as the Weight changers dance 
on to the stage spinning and flipping, then add weight. Rico enters and pulls out a rifle. 
Shoots himself in the foot and screams as he lifts the weight. 

RICO 

   AHHHHHHHHHH 

While Rico has the weight in the air, Alexander runs on stage with the weight changers 
whipping him saying “No! No! No! No!” As he shoots up Heroin. Then lifts both Rico and the 
weights. The audience applauds. Then a CRACK SFX happens. Alexander collapses. Everyone 
surrounds him.  

RICO 

   Estes Bien?  

Alexander 

   Si. but No me puedo mover.. oh shit, I know Spanish!  OH SHIT! I know  
   English. Que? Wait a minute… I feel I know Trigonometry too. It appears  
   with the lost of my body muscles, I’ve gained that strength in my Mind  
   muscles. 

ANNOUNCER 

   Nah. Everybody knows Spanish, English and trigonometry…It’s 3017, with 
   yo dumb ass. And the winner is, RICOOOOOOOOO 

The weight changers lift up Rico’s arms in victory over Alexander. 

Alexander 

   Can someone get me a hospital. Or take me to a milk? 

BLACKOUT 

  


